Dining at the Top of the Lighthouse
Important Details
Thank you for purchasing The Lighthouse Preservation Society’s unique dining experience at the
top of the Newburyport Lighthouse. Your support for this one-of-a-kind nonprofit fundraiser is
greatly appreciated.
Here are few details:
1) Park your car in the street near the lighthouse, or in the large parking lot for the Tannery
Mall, which is diagonally across from the lighthouse on Water Street, located just beyond
Glenn’s Restaurant.
2) A waiter or waitress will greet you at the lighthouse and let you in. Please be aware there is
a short 6-foot ladder at the top of the lighthouse stairway, that allows you to enter through a
hatch in the floor of the lens room, at the top of the tower. There is also a small door to
crawl through, if you wish to go outdoors onto the catwalk. Therefore, please remember to
dress appropriately.
3) Due to liquor license restrictions, our restaurants cannot serve alcoholic beverages off their
premises. However, you can bring your own alcohol to the lighthouse if you so choose.
Nevertheless, for everyone’s safety, we must request alcohol consumption be limited to
one bottle per couple. We will not be responsible for personal injuries related to careless or
irresponsible behavior.
4) It should go without saying, (but needs to be said for a few), that although our romantic
lighthouse dinners are designed for lovers, it does not follow it is meant for love-making.
Please save yourself, and our wait staff, from embarrassment by leaving that activity for
the privacy of your home.
5) If you need to use the bathroom during your time at the lighthouse, you can go across the
street to the public bathrooms at The Tannery, or use the ones at Starboard Galley
Restaurant, which, if you turn right out of the lighthouse door are just two buildings down
just inside the restaurant door, to the right.
6) We have a stereo music system for your listening pleasure. Please feel free to bring along
your favorite recordings on CD or iPod.
7) Because this is a nonprofit fundraiser, there are no refunds for cancellations. Instead,
we offer the option of rescheduling your dining experience, at any time, for another
date.
8) Please remember to (cash) tip your wait staff - we recommend a minimum gratuity of $30
as partial payment for their multiple trips to and from your restaurant – often involving car
and gas expenses – and running up and down 5 stories of stairs and a ladder to serve your
meals. Notify them of your departure, closing the downstairs door behind you, when you
leave.
Thank you and enjoy!

